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Molecular Mechanics

• In molecular mechanics, molecular systems are modelled by using classical mechanics to describe interactions in the system.
• Often groups of atom (especially methyl (CH3 −) and methylen (−CH2 −))
are modelled as a single particle (united-atom representation), instead
of modelling all individual atoms (all-atom representation). Sometimes,
even more crude representations are used.
• The system is described by a force field rather than a potential.
• Molecular mechanics is used to study complex molecular systems, especially large biomolecules.
The different contributions to the energy of a molecular system can be
described as follows:
U = Ubond + Uangle + Utorsion + Uoop + Ucross + Unonbond

(18.1)

• Ubond is the energy related to bond length (#1 in above illustration).
• Uangle is associated with changes in the bond angles (#2).

18.1

Bond Term
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• Utorsion term including variations coming from the rotation of two parts
of the molecule with respect to each other(#3).
• Uoop „out-of-plane”-term, which arises from the non-planarity of the
molecule(#4).
• Ucross being a cross-term, describing the interdependence between other
terms(##5–9).
• Unonbond ionic or the van-der-Waals terms, which are not associated
with covalent bonding(##10–11).

18.1

Bond Term

The term describing covalent bonding depends on the bond length variation
from an ideal value b0 . It is thus a simple pair potential, which can be of
Morse or Lennard-Jones type. However, until recently these potentials have
been too expensive for molecular interactions. Instead, a simple harmonic
form is often used (AMBER, CHARMM):
Ubond =

X 1
kb (b − b0 )2
2
bonds

(18.2)

As long as bond breaking is not allowed (as is usually the case), the harmonic
approximation is acceptable for most cases. Of course, it fails should long
interatomic bonds arise. Another often used form is the cubic approximation
(MM2):
X 1
kb (b − b0 )2 {1 − 2(b − b0 )}
(18.3)
Ubond =
2
bonds

Bond energy

Morse
Harmonic
Cubic

Bond length

b0

From the comparison it becomes clear that the cubic approximation reproduces the
asymmetric behaviour of the
Morse potential. Unfortunately, its behaviour becomes unphysical at long b.

18.2

Angle Term
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A feature that can not immediately be treated as other bonds is hydrogen
bonding. This has been implemented in different ways using additional terms.

18.2

Angle Term

Also the angle dependency is typically (AMBER, CHARMM) modelled with
a harmonic function:
X 1
Uangle =
kθ (θ − θ0 )2
(18.4)
2
bonds
A better description, however, is offered by a more expensive sixth-order
function (MM2):
Uangle = kθ (θ − θ0 )2 {1 + 7 × 10−8 (θ − θ0 )4 }

(18.5)

An special situation occurs for θ = 180◦ : the derivative of the potential needs
to go to zero. This is sometimes enforced by additional restraints.
Bond angle bending force constants (kθ ) are commonly much smaller than
the bond distortion force constants (kb ), because much lower energies are
required for distorting angles.

18.3

Torsional Interactions

τ

Torsional angle rotations differ from bond stretching and bending interactions
in two important ways:
• Internal rotation barriers are low, and thus changes in dihedral angles
can be large.
• Torsional potential Utorsion is periodic through a 360◦ /n rotation.

18.4

Out-of-plane Bending Interactions
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The Utorsion depends heavily on the atoms forming the molecule. Therefore, the functional form must be chosen so that it can model a wide variety
of different potentials. Commonly, a Fourier series is used for this purpose,
naturally fulfilling the periodicity requirement.
Different implementations include:
• AMBER:
• CHARMM:

Utorsion = 12 kτ {1 + cos(nτ − δ)}
Utorsion = |kτ | − kτ cos(nτ )

• MM2: Utorsion = 21 {kτ1 (1 + cos τ ) + kτ2 (1 − cos 2τ ) + kτ3 (1 + cos 3τ )}
These functions include different numbers of minima, the last one being a
sum of functions with 1, 2 and 3 minima.

18.4

Out-of-plane Bending Interactions

Out-of-plane interactions are closely related to the torsional terms. For a
system of four atoms, there can be an energy cost for moving one of the
atoms out of the plane spanned by the three other atoms.

18.5

Cross-Terms
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This type of terms is used to ensure planarity of e.g. aromatic systems or
carbonyl groups.
This is usually accounted for in one of these two ways:
• Harmonic potential
• Improper torsion term

18.5

Cross-Terms

Bonds, angles and torsions are not independent in molecules, but couple with
one another.
• Cross terms between all contributions in a force field should be considered, especially when calculating vibrational frequencies.
• Most cross terms involve two internal coordinates such as stretchstretch, bend-bend, stretch-bend, stretch-torsion, etc.
• Some force fields (MM2, MM3) include cross terms involving three or
more internal coordinates, for example stretch-stretch-bend.
Presence of cross terms can be used to characterise force fields.
Class I harmonic potential with no cross terms.
Class II includes cross terms and anharmonic terms. Class II force fields
aim at reproducing not only geometry but also vibrational frequencies.
Class III accounts for electronegativity, polarizability or hyperconjugation.
By including additional terms in a potential energy expression one obtains
a more accurate force field. More parameters will represent the experimental
data more accurately. However, it makes parametrisation of the force field
more complicated and time consuming.

18.6

Non-Bonded Interaction

Non-bonded interactions act both between atoms in the same molecule and
those in other molecules.
These are often divided to
• Electrostatic interactions
• Van-der-Waals interactions

18.6
18.6.1

Non-Bonded Interaction
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Electrostatic Interactions

The electrostatic part arises from differences in the charge distribution within a molecule. This can be modelled by distributing point charges in the
molecule. One should however, be aware that the atomic charge concept is a
crude approximation. In reality, electrons are delocalised in a molecule and
so is their charge. Still, atomic charges can be fitted to best represent the
electrostatic potential.
Of course, the simple approach is to implement an interaction of the form
(CHARMM & AMBER)
1 q1 q2
Uelect =
(18.6)
4πε0 rij
Also a dipole-dipole interaction can be implemented to act between polar
groups. A functional form is (MM2):
Ue =

µi µj
{cos χ − 3 cos αi cos αj }
3
ε0 rij

(18.7)

Where µi,j are dipole moments, χ is the angle between them. The αi,j are
the angles between each moment and the line connecting their positions.
Additional ways of improving the representation of the electrostatic interactions include:
• Inclusion of higher order multipoles (quadrupoles, etc.).
• Non-atom-centered charges.
• Fluctuating charge models.
18.6.2

Van-der-Waals Interactions

The van-der-Waals interaction is understood to include all non-bonding interactions. Most typically, this is included via a (6-12) Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential (something similar to this is used in CHARMM and AMBER):
" 
 6 #
12
σij
σij
(18.8)
−
ULJ = 4εij
rij
rij
While the attractive r−6 -term is well supported by theory giving the correct
behaviour for dispersion forces, the repulsive r−12 -term is approximate and
chosen due to computational considerations. A better, but computationally

18.7

Parametrisation of a Force Field
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much more demanding, description of the repulsive interaction is given by an
exponential function. This leads to the Hill/Buckingham potential (MM2):
Hill
6
UvdW
= Aij exp(−Bij rij ) − cij /rij

(18.9)

Also the Morse potential is occasionally used.

U

Buckingham

LJ

r

18.7

In the schematic comparison of the LJ
and Buckingham potential the different deficiencies of the different potentials are clear. While the LJ potential
doesn’t show the correct exponential
behaviour of the repulsive term, the
Buckingham potential becomes attractive for very small distances – this can
lead to „Buckingham explosions”.

Parametrisation of a Force Field

For a simple two-atomic system (here C-H), the following parameters need
to be parametrised:
• 2 parameters for the two different bond types (H-H neglected).
• 2 for each three different angle types (C-C-C, C-C-H, H-C-H).
• 3 for each dihedral type (C-C-C-C, H-C-C-C, H-C-C-H).
• 2 van-der-Waals parameters for the three different atom combinations
(C-C, C-H, H-H).
• at least 5 different charges.
So, the simplest possible two-atomic system of any interest contains at least
25 parameters. Note that in this model only single bonds between atoms are
allowed. Allowing for multiple bonds requires separate parametrisation for
all different combinations of bonds an atom can be involved in (i.e. for each
combinations of bonds a separate atom type is defined).
For example the MM2 force field (for 30 atoms) has already 3722 parameters.

18.8

18.8

ReaxFF
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ReaxFF

The ReaxFF (Reactive Force Field) is an approach to combine otherwise nonreactive force fields with a bond order approach. It aims at being as general
as possible, and has been parametrised and tested for hydrocarbon reactions, transition-metal-catalysed nanotube formation and high-energy materials The potential are parametrised so that they should be applicable to a
wide range of chemical environments.
To ensure transferability, the following guidelines have been adopted:
• No discontinuities in energy or forces, even during reactions (this condition is valid for any inter-atomic potential).
• Each element is described by just one force field atom type.
• No pre-definition of reactive sites (although it is possible to drive reactions with restraints).
From the ReaxFF manual, the following parameter sets are available (latest update: December 2002):
Name
System
Quality
CH
Hydrocarbons
***
CH
All-carbon (fullerenes, nanotubes)
**
RDX
Nitramines
***
CONSH CONSH-systems, proteins
**
SiO
Si/SiO2 clusters and condensed phase
***
AlO
Al/AlO
***
SiN
SiN clusters and condensed phase
*
ZrO
Zr and ZrO2 condensed phase
*
MoO
Mo and Mo-oxides
**
Pt
Pt bulk metal; Pt-C, Pt-H and Pt-O systems *
Quality: * means that parameterization has only been performed for a fairly limited
training set, ** indicates that the parameters have been tested against a reasonably
good training set but that further modifications and improvements are expected,
*** indicates that these parameters have reached the application-stage.

According to a 2008 presentation by the main author the following elements are now parametrised:

18.8

ReaxFF
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The potential energy function used in the ReaxFF has the following form:
Usystem = Ubond + Ulp + Uover + Uunder + Uval + Upen + Ucoa + UC2 + Utriple
+ Utors + Uconj + UH−bond + UvdWaals + UCoulomb

(18.10)

Ubond : bond energy; attractive term, directly derived from bond orders
Ulp : Lone pair energy; penalty for breaking up lone pairs in O, N
Uover : Overcoordination energy: penalty for overcoordinating atoms
Uunder : Undercoordination energy: stabilizes undercoordinated atoms
Uval : Angle strain; equilibrium angle depends on bond order central atom
Upen : Penalty for „allene”-type molecules (H2 C−C−CH2 )
Ucoa : Angle conjugation; stabilizes −N O2 groups
UC2 : C2 correction: destabilizes C−C
Utriple : triple bond related, first mentioned in publications from 2008
Utors : Torsion energy: bond-order dependent V2-term
Uconj : Torsion conjugation: general conjugation stability
UH−bond : Hydrogen bond
UvdWaals : van-der-Waals: calculated between every atom
UCoulomb : Coulomb interaction: calculated between every atom; polarisable
charges get updated every iteration

18.8

ReaxFF
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In order to get a smooth transition from non-bonded to single, double
and triple bonded systems ReaxFF employs a bond length/bond order relationship.

The bond orders are updated every iteration.
• Using the bond orders, all connectivity-dependent interactions (i.e. valence and torsion angles) are calculated. By making these interactions
bond-order dependent, it is ensured that their energy contributions disappear upon bond dissociation.
• Non-bonded interactions (van-der-Waals, Coulomb) are calculated between
every atom pair, irrespective of connectivity. Excessive close-range nonbonded interactions are avoided by shielding.
• Electrostatic interactions are calculated using a geometry-dependent
charge calculation scheme that accounts for polarization effects.

Summary
• Molecular mechanics uses classical mechanics to describe molecules.
• Description of molecules often requires implementing constraints.
• Reactions are nearly always prohibited.

19 Free Energy Calculations
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• Some atoms may be described as a single large particle (united-atom
approach).
• Terms in force fields include: bond term, angle term, torsion term, outof-plane term and non-bonding interactions.
• Additionally, cross-terms are often implemented.
• ReaxFF builds upon the force field approach, but implements continuous functions to allow bond breaking.
• It has a large set of parameters which allows for better fits but may
yield problems in cases not included in the fitting procedure.

19

Free Energy Calculations

A central goal for many molecular dynamics simulations is to understand
the differences in behaviour of different chemical systems. For example, the
relative affinities of different ligands for a given receptor, or the relative reaction rates of different sets of substrates is to be predicted. Experimentally,
a difference in free energy is determined either from the relative probability
of finding the system in a given state, or from the reversible work required
to transform the system from one initial state into another. Computationally, both approaches can be used. However, counting how often the system is
in one state, for instance how often a complex is formed when simulating a
mixture of two compounds, is extremely inefficient. This is certainly the case
when the change in free energy between the two states is large.
As the free energy is a function of state, it can be calculated using a
thermodynamic cycle, instead of modelling the actual process of interest.
Below an example for determination of the relative binding energies of two
ligands L1 and L2 to a receptor R is shown.

19.1

Free Energy
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The (Gibbs) free energy for process 4 can now be determined as
∆G4 = ∆G2 + ∆G3 − ∆G1

(19.1)

Again, due to the fact that the free energy is a state function, the modelled
processes do not need to be physically meaningful by themselves, but can
involve any process that is possible to model. One example of such an „alchemical” process in the figure above would be process 3 & 4, which involve
the transmutation of one ligand into another. Other important non-physical
processes that can be modelled are partial transmutations and (partial) deletions of atoms or molecules.

19.1

Free Energy

For a canonical ensemble the partition function is defined by the Hamiltonian


Z Z
1
−H(p, q)
Q = 3N
exp
dpdq
(19.2)
h N!
kB T
where q and p are the generalised coordinates and momenta of the system,
respectively (the factor N ! applies only for systems of indistinguishable particles). The probability of finding the system at a particular point in phase
space defined by qN and pN is given by


−H(pN ,qN )
exp
kB T


(19.3)
π(qN , pN ) = R R
−H(p,q)
dpdq
exp
kB T
The fundamental thermodynamic function of a canonical ensemble is the
Helmholtz free energy F that is given by
F = −kB T ln Q

19.2

(19.4)

Thermodynamic Perturbation

In the thermodynamic perturbation approach, the free energy difference
between two systems that are represented by Hamiltonians H0 and H1 is
calculated as
Q1
∆F = F1 − F0 = −kB T ln
(19.5)
Q0

19.3

Thermodynamic Integration

This can be expressed in terms of the ensemble average as



H1 − H0
∆F = −kB T ln exp −
kB T
0
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(19.6)

In this general description it would be sufficient to calculate the ensemble average for system 0 in order to evaluate the free energy difference. This, however, requires the ensemble to be complete, which is practically impossible. In
practice, the ensemble needs to be representative for both the reference and
the perturbed system. One possibility of determining if this condition is fulfilled is to generate ensembles for both system 0 and 1, and to compare the
result from above equation with the result from the corresponding equation
for system 1:



H1 − H 0
∆F = kB T ln exp
(19.7)
kB T
1
If the two obtained free energies are comparable, this is an indicator (though
no guaranty) that the ensembles are representative.
Often the difference between the systems is too large in order to obtain
sufficient sampling from a single simulation. In this case, the Hamiltonian can
be changed in several intermediate steps. In such a multi-step thermodynamic
perturbation calculation, at each intermediate step, the free energy difference
can be calculated in both relative to the previous and the following step. This
way, a forward and reverse free energy for the overall process can be obtained
simultaneously. The difference between these two energies can be interpreted
as an estimate of the systematic error of the calculation.

19.3

Thermodynamic Integration

The basis of the thermodynamic integration method for calculations of free
energy differences is a relationship for the derivative of the free energy with
respect to a quantity λ in which the two states differ. The states are described by λ = 0 and λ = 1, respectively. The free energy difference can be
obtained by integration over the (not necessarily physical) path between the
two systems.
Because free energy is a state function, in principle any path that brings
the system from λ = 0 to λ = 1 can be used for the calculations. In practice,
the freedom of choice is restricted by numerical requirements.
For a system whose Hamiltonian is a function of the coupling parameter
λ, also the partition function and the free energy function are functions of λ.

19.3

Thermodynamic Integration

The derivative of the free energy with respect to λ is given by


∂F (λ)
∂H(p, q, λ)
=
∂λ
∂λ
λ
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(19.8)

where the index λ indicates that the ensemble average is for the system
described by H(p, q, λ).
The difference in Helmholtz free energies between the systems is then
given by

Z 1
∂H(p, q, λ)
∆F = F (λ = 1) − F (λ = 0) =
dλ
(19.9)
∂λ
0
λ
In any practical implementation, of course, the molecular simulations are
performed at a finite number of discrete values for λ, and the free energy is
obtained as sum:

n 
X
∂H(p, q, λ)
∆F = F (λ = 1) − F (λ = 0) =
∆λi
(19.10)
∂λ
λi
i=1
In practice there are two main approaches for calculating free energy
differences with the thermodynamic integration method.
In multiconfigurational TI an ensemble of configurations is generated for
a small number of different values for λ. This has the advantage that the
convergence and statistical accuracy of each ensemble can be evaluated. Also
it allows for a systematic improvement of the result by increasing the number
of values of λ or by increasing the size of each ensemble. However, for this
method each ensemble has to be equilibrated separately.
In the more common single configuration TI approach, the derivative is
calculated from a single configuration:

n 
X
∂H(p, q, λ)
∆F = F (λ = 1) − F (λ = 0) =
∆λi
(19.11)
∂λ
λ
i
i=1
In practice, λ is changed at every step in the molecular dynamics simulation.
This allows for a very large number of steps in λ. The disadvantage of this
method is that it cannot be guaranteed that the chosen rate of change in
λ allows for the system to follow the changing Hamiltonian („Hamiltonian
lag problem”). As it can be assumed that a time lag between Hamiltonian
and configuration leads to free energies that are too high, the systematic
error from this can be estimated for the hysteresis in a forward and reverse
simulation of the same process. For this an equilibration step before starting
the reverse simulation is necessary.

19.4

19.4

Potential of Mean Force
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Potential of Mean Force

One interpretation of the free energy changes along a chosen coordinate ξ
is the potential of mean force exerted by other coordinates. The potential
of mean force is related to the probability distribution P (ξ) of states as a
function of the chosen coordinate.
F (ξ) = −kB T ln P (ξ)

(19.12)

Unlike the processes frequently used in other free energy calculations, which
are often along non-physical, the PMF is usually calculated for a physical
achievable process.
The sampling of coordinate space is usually not adequate in molecular
simulations in order to obtain P (ξ) from a single simulation. Therefore, commonly a series of simulations is performed, each using a different umbrella
potential U(ξ). This additional potential is used to constrain the chosen coordinate in a way, that over a few simulations the whole interval of interest is
adequately sampled. The free energy as function of the coordinate can then
be extracted from the probability distribution P ∗ (ξ) from a simulation with
the restraint potential.



U(ξ)
∗
F (ξ) = −kB T ln P (ξ) = −kB T ln P (ξ) − U(ξ) − kB T ln exp −
kB T
(19.13)
In principle, it is possible to confine the system by a single potential to ensure a adequately uniform distribution over the whole range of interest. This
requires, however, some initial guess for the PMF. More commonly several
calculations restraining the system to a small interval of ξ are preformed that
are then spliced together. This, however, introduces an additional source of
inaccuracy.

Summary
• Free energy calculations are an important tool to predict the behaviour
of chemical systems.
• Often the process of interest itself is difficult to model. In this case
thermodynamic cycles can be used to obtain the free energy of interest.
• Modelled processes need not be physical.

19.4

Potential of Mean Force
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• In thermodynamic perturbation the difference in free energy of different
states is calculated from simulations of one of the states. In order to obtain sufficient sampling the simulated ensemble must be representative
for both states.
• In the thermodynamic integration method, the free energy is formulated as a function of a coupling parameter. The coupling parameter
can be varied either over a series of simulations, over within a single
simulation.
• Potential of mean force along a chosen coordinate can be used to calculate the change in free energy. In order to ensure sufficient sampling in
most cases an umbrella potential needs be applied.

